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In discussing yield spread premiums we have to define the three different words contained in that 

expression.  Yield is an amount which is derived from an investment.  For example, if one invests 

$1,000.00 in the expectation of receiving 5 percent interest per year, the yield could be expressed 

as $50.00 per year or 5 percent.  A yield spread does not exist unless there are two different loans 

and in the case of mortgage lending it would be two different loans, both of which the borrower 

qualifies for.

So if we are looking at Loan No. 1 which is a 30-year loan and has a yield of 5 percent based on 

a principal of $1,000,000.00 then the person who buys a bond or lends the money would be 

lending $1,000,000.00 in the expectation of receiving 5 percent or $50,000.00 per year.   The 

yield is either expressed as a percent or as a dollar expression.  The future 30year loan value is 

the principal that the investor or lender advanced which is $1,000,000.00 in our example plus all 

the interest paid over the 30 years at the rate of $50,000.00 a year which would be 

$1,500,000.00.  Therefore the future value of the loan without discounting it to present value 

would be $2,500,000.00.  If such a loan were to have been approved and taken by the borrower 

you would have an APR annual percentage rate which is slightly higher than the yield because of 

the effect of amortization on a loan which is payable in monthly installments so the APR might 

be shown on the good faith estimate as perhaps 5.2 percent even though the stated interest rate is 

5 percent.

SIMPLIFIED EXAMPLE ISOLATING ONE LOAN OUT OF POOLED ASSETS 
(THOUSANDS OF LOANS)

Borrower qualifies for Loan #1 and all other loans in example

Loan #1 Loan #001-30 years

Principal APR Yield
Principal $1,000,000 5% $50,000
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Yield = 5%
Yield = $50,000
Principal = $1,000,000

Future Value Loan $2,500,000
Future 30 year Loan Value = Principal ($1mm + Interest of $1.5mm)             

     
It is not the spread between the yield and the APR which is the focus of our inquiry.  There is no 

yield spread when we are only dealing with one loan.  There is only a yield which in our example 

is 5 percent or $50,000.00 per year.  And the future value without using computations that bring 

the future value to an expression of present value is $2,500,000.00.  The present value obviously 

would be less and would need to be computed in the event that a transaction was occurring now, 

but we will ignore that for purposes of our example.

If you have a borrower who qualifies for a 5 percent loan over 30 years fixed rate and he is 

steered into, for example a 7 percent loan over 30 years fixed rate then it doesn’t take any 

particular expertise to understand that this is a transaction which is worth more to the lender and 

less to the borrower.  The borrower would only pay the higher rate in the absence of receiving 

the information that the borrower qualified for the lower rate.  This creates a yield spread.  The 

yield spread being expressed in a number of potential ways.

In the above example if the borrower were to execute papers accepting the 7 percent fixed rate 

for 30 years instead of the 5 percent loan for which the borrower qualified, there would be a 

2 percent difference between the two loans.  It is obvious from this example that yield spreads 

and yield spread premiums derive strictly from an unequal access to information or unequal 

specialized knowledge or both so if we look at what happens in how do you measure the 

additional value to the lender of having steered the borrower into a higher priced loan.  The 

higher cost is expressed as 2 percent.  The loan if it is $1,000,000.00 would be shown as having a 

yield spread of 2 percent which would be $20,000.00 per year.  If the length of the loan was 30 

years, the 2 percent spread would be expressed as $20,000.00 multiplied by the 30 years which is 

$600,000.00.  Again we are not taking into account net present value which is a separate 

calculation.  For simplicity sake we are using the future value so that the analyst can understand 
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exactly what is going on with the transactions between the mortgage broker and the so-called 

lender.

So if we have a yield spread of $600,000.00 as computed in the prior paragraph, the mortgage 

broker frequently would receive anywhere from 2 percent to 5 percent commission for having 

steered the borrower into a more profitable product for the alleged lender.  So for example, if the 

mortgage broker received 5 percent of the additional future value of $600,000.00 he would 

receive a commission of $30,000.00 which is 5 percent of $600,000.00.  Now of course the 

mortgage brokers generally do not receive that much money as a commission or kickback on 

steering the borrower to a loan which is more expensive than the one that the borrower qualifies 

for.  The reason it is less is that there is a computation made to determine what the future value is 

in 30 years expressed in the present time, which would be a computation that looks at the future 

value and answers the question of how much money a person would have to invest in order to 

have that future value.

So let’s go to Loan No. 2 and use a different example and say that like Loan No. 1 the principal 

is $1,000,000.00.   The interest is 10 percent and for purposes of simplicity we are ignoring the 

difference between the stated interest and the annual percentage rate so in a loan of 

$1,000,000.00 on Loan No. 2 the expected interest to be received at 10 percent would be 

$100,000.00 per year.  So in that case the principal is $1,000,000.00 and in a 30-year loan the 

future value of the interest without discounting is $3,000,000.00 which gives you a future value 

of the loan of $4,000,000.00 without discount.  Now in both Loan No. 1 and Loan No. 2 we are 

dealing with non-securitized loans.  We are dealing with a situation where the lender is the 

creditor is the bank and the bank is the underwriter and the bank is if you want to equate it with a 

securitized loan the bank is the investor and it’s the loan originator.  In the first case where 

there’s a 5 percent loan there frequently is no mortgage broker.  In the second case where the 

borrower is steered to the more expensive loan product that is usually done through a mortgage 

broker or a mortgage originator in order to give the lender plausible deniability that it had 

anything to do with steering the borrower into an inappropriate loan product.  As any mortgage 

broker or forensic analyst will tell you the fact that they put those layers in there does make it 
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more difficult in terms of proof but does not actually diminish the liability of the lender in 

connection with offering a fair loan product to the borrower if the lender knows that the borrower 

actually qualifies for the lower interest rate.

SIMPLIFIED EXAMPLE ISOLATING ONE LOAN OUT OF POOLED ASSETS 
(THOUSANDS OF LOANS)

Borrower qualifies for Loan #1 and all other loans in example

Loan #2 Loan #002-30 years

Principal APR Yield
Principal $1,000,000 10% $100,000/yr

Yield = 10%
Yield = $100,000
Principal = $1,000,000

Future Value Loan $4,000,000
Future 30 year Loan Value = Principal ($1mm + Interest of $3mm)             

     

So we are dealing with in essence two loans so far, Loan No. 1 and Loan No. 2.  They’re both 

$1,000,000.00 loans.  One is at 5 percent and one is at 10 percent.  One yields $50,000.00 per 

year and the other yields $100,000.00 per year.  In our simplistic example we are taking the 

future value of both loans and subtracting Loan No. 1 from Loan No. 2 so if Loan No. 1 had 

$1,000,000.00 in principal and $3,000,000.00 in interest $100,000.00 payable over 30 years then 

the future value of Loan No. 2 is $4,000,000.00.  Subtracting the future value of Loan No. 1 

which we’ve already done and arrived at $2.5 million, the yield spread can be expressed as either 

5 percent or as $1,500,000.00.  The presence of the two loans and the fact that the borrower was 

steered to a worse loan product than the one that he was qualified for, gives rise to a kickback 

which under ordinary circumstances is never disclosed to the borrower for obvious reasons.  So 

the HUD settlement statements and the good faith estimate will generally not show the fact that 
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the kickback or commission or premium as they like to call it on the yield spread has been paid 

and to give you an idea of what commission would be payable on this scenario you will 

remember that we looked at the difference between a 5 percent and a 7 percent loan in this 

scenario we have the difference between a 10 percent and a 5 percent loan.  So we have a 

5 percent yield spread which gives rise to an extra $50,000.00 per year for 30 years which is 

$1,500,000.00 and that’s why the yield spread is expressed that way.  The commission would 

again be 2 percent to 5 percent so let’s say the mortgage broker got 5 percent, the commission 

would be $75,000.00.  So in understanding the existence of the first level of a yield spread 

premium the commission and the difference between Loan No. 1 for 30 years and Loan No. 2 for 

30 years is $75,000.00.  As I have already said that $75,000.00 is discounted to present value and 

usually does not exceed much more than $10,000.00 or $15,000.00 when it is discounted for 30 

years.

Now we go to Loan No. 3 and this is where securitization of the loan has taken place where it is 

a table funded loan where the lender is the creditor and the creditor is an investor and where the 

underwriting process that existed in Loans No. 1 and 2 does not exist in the securitized loan 

environment.  The reasons for this we explain in other portions of the workshop.  Usually there is 

a mortgage broker plus a loan originator or bird dog and active solicitation of people who might 

otherwise not have wanted any loan at all or to refinance their home.

So let’s look at Loan No. 3 which is a 30-year loan and where the principal is not $1,000,000.00 

it’s $500,000.00 and the interest rate or APR is 10 percent just like in the Loan No. 2.  At 

10 percent interest the principal of $500,000.00 yields $50,000.00 per year.  So the yields here 

on Loan No. 3 can be expressed as either 10 percent or $50,000.00 on a principal of 

$500,000.00.
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SIMPLIFIED EXAMPLE ISOLATING ONE LOAN OUT OF POOLED ASSETS 
(THOUSANDS OF LOANS)

Borrower qualifies for Loan #1 and all other loans in example

Loan #3 Loan #003-30 years

Principal APR Yield
Principal $500,000 10% $50,000/yr

Yield = 10%
Yield = $50,000
Principal = $500,000

Future Value Loan $2,000,000
Future 30 year Loan Value = Principal ($500k + Interest of $1.5mm)             

     

Now the future value of that loan is 30 years times the interest of $50,000.00 which is 

$1,500,000.00 plus the principal of $500,000.00 which means that the future value of that loan is 

only $2,000,000.00.

Loan No. 3 demonstrates what happens when information is asymmetric or withheld from two 

sides or one of the sides.  In the case of securitization information is withheld from both of the 

real parties in interest, to wit:  the borrower or debtor and the investor or creditor.  The creditor 

provides an investment that is similar to Loan No. 1.  Believing that the loan is a high grade loan 

ratable as AAA, insurable, with an appraisal on the real property to match the representations 

made in the sale of that loan to the investor.  Therefore the investor believing the risk to be low is 

willing to accept the lower yield of 5 percent on the $1,000,000.00 investment, believing that 

most of the $1,000,000.00 is being used to fund mortgages.

However, in fact, the investment bank is receiving the $1,000,000.00 as though the Loan No. 1 

was being funded, but the investment banker funds instead Loan No. 3 which requires only 

$500,000.00 in funding.  Because the investor is expecting 5 percent on $1,000,000.00 or 
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$50,000.00 per year and the borrower has agreed to pay 10 percent interest on $500,000.00 per 

year, the apparent yield is the $50,000.00 per year which the investor was expecting.  This leaves 

a yield spread on a second tier equal to the full funding of the loan.  In other words, in our 

simplified example which isolates a single note out of what is in reality a pool of notes and 

isolates a single part of an investment which in reality is much larger than $1,000,000.00 and 

involves many more loans and many more certificates of mortgage backed securities, the yield 

spread premium resulting from the Loan No. 3 is equal to the yield spread.  This means that the 

underwriter accepted $1,000,000.00 and funded $500,000.00.  This results in a net gain to the 

underwriter (the investment banker) of $500,000.00 which is actually equal to the full amount of 

funding on the loan.

Under truth in lending, that additional yield spread premium is a receivable for the borrower 

because it was not disclosed to the borrower at the time of the transaction.  So the net result is 

that the typical securitized residential mortgage loan transaction contains two levels of yield 

spread.  In the first level the yield spread results in a minor premium, commission or kickback of 

2 percent to 5 percent of the yield spread.  But in the second level where the investment banker is 

controlling the money, the yield spread in our simplistic example is essentially the same as the 

yield spread premium.  In other words the investment banker takes the entire yield spread as a 

profit, commission, kickback or whatever other term you might want to use.  

So Yield Spread Premium 1 is an old common well known predatory tactic which the industry 

regulators and the courts easily comprehend and provide remedies under TILA or deceptive 

lending practices.  The borrower is required to make a claim for the undisclosed yield spread 

premium and frequently does recover $10,000.00 or $15,000.00 plus attorney’s fees and interest 

if he presses his claim on the first yield spread premium.

However no borrower is currently making a claim on Yield Spread Premium No. 2.  Yield 

Spread Premium No. 2 is a new extremely common but unknown predatory tactic in which 

neither the industry regulators nor the courts have been brought up to speed.  They were caught 

flat footed with little or no comprehension principally because it is counter intuitive.  It requires 
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a lender to advance money with little or no hope of ever getting it back.  In fact the more sure 

they are that they will not get the money back, the less risk there is to the investment banker, 

even though it increases the risk to both the borrower and the investor exponentially.

It may be that investors may have a claim against the Yield Spread Premium No. 2, but not under 

the truth in lending statutes.  There may be a liability under securities laws.

In conclusion there’s no spread unless there are two apparent loans.  Either a) the real one in 

which actual borrowers enter into actual loan transactions or b) the fictitious one in which the 

lender is presented with a sham borrower and a sham transaction which was the case in most of 

the securitized loan transactions resulting in the sale of mortgage backed securities.

No spread exists unless the lender selects the fictitious transaction because if the actual investor, 

(the creditor) got together with the borrower (the debtor) and compared notes they either 

wouldn’t do the deal at all or they would come up with entirely different terms as any reasonable 

person can easily see.  So the question is why would a lender select a fictitious transaction?  The 

answer is either a) the lender’s portfolio manager knew it was fictitious which we don’t know but 

is likely under at least one line of logic or b) the lender was convinced the fictitious transaction is 

real which is likely and by definition was predatory and fraudulent.

The fictitious transaction is always better for the salesman.  If there is no yield spread, then there 

is no premium, commission or profit.

CREDIT DEFAULT SWAPS: We are left with one last problem to resolve. In the end if the 

borrower pulls off a miracle and performs on the loan, the investment banker has a major 

problem. The amount received from the borrower is payment in full of the debtor's obligation, 

but it is far less than the amount due under the bond sold to the investor (the creditor). 

In order to cover the gap between the $1,000,000 the investment banker took from the investor 

and the $500,000 funded to the debtor, the investment banker makes a bet that the borrower will 

default. That bet is called a credit default swap. And because Congress in 1998 defined credit 

default swaps as unregulated non-securities non-insurance products, it was permissible for the 
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investment banker to make multiple bets (“leveraging”) against the either the loans themselves or 

the bonds sold to the investors. Published reports indicate that the amount of leverage was 

frequently more than 30 times the principal. Thus at the very least the $500,000 loan in our 

example above was worth $15,000,000 if it didn't perform but only $500,000 if the borrower 

made all his payments. 

Thus if the borrower made all his payments, the investment banker would be stuck explaining to 

the investor why they lost $500,000 on an investment of $1,000,000 where the underlying 

mortgage fully performed. This would subject the investment banker to civil liability to the 

investor, administrative liability for sanctions against its license and potential criminal liability 

for fraud.

Therefore, since the entire process was controlled by the investment banker, the solution to avoid 

the negative outcome resulting from complete and full performance of the underlying loan, the 

investment banker simply structured the loans so they would fail, thus triggering the pay-off on 

the bets (credit default swaps). As further 

insurance” to protect themselves against claims of the creditors and the debtors, they arranged 

the terms of the pool structure such that when as little as 8% of the loans were declared non-

performing, the entire pool could be declared worthless by the investment banker, thus 

maximizing the investment banker's bargaining position with investors who cried foul. 

Since investors (i.e., the creditors) were by definition “qualified investors” under SEC rules, they 

were by definition sophisticated investors who were presumed to have read all the 

documentation, performed due diligence, and made their own analysis in addition to receiving 

assurance from rating agencies that the securities were investment grade when in fact any 

scrutiny of the documents would have revealed the obvious moral hazard, misrepresentations, 

fictitious nature of the investment, and the inevitable outcome. 

The position of the debtors differs from the creditors in only one respect: the asymmetry of 

information was in the extreme as they were not “qualified investors,” lacked financial 

sophistication, lacked access to necessary information and were encouraged to accept the 

documentation and representations concerning their loan documents without benefit of counsel 

or an accountant (who probably would not have been able to properly advise the client since the 

essential information was (and had to be) withheld.
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Thus the investment banker had two incentives to see the loans fail, to wit: (a) avoidance of civil, 

administrative and criminal consequences and (b) windfall profits generated by non-performance 

of the underlying loans. 

IDENTITY FRAUD: The final piece required to convince the investors to advance money was to 

present to the prospective buyers of mortgage backed bonds and the rating agencies a veneer 

(Tranche A) of conventional mortgages in which the debtor was extremely credit worthy by all 

standards. Using the identity of these homeowners as a cover for the misrepresentations of 

quality of the remaining loans, the investment bankers leveraged off of the credit standing of the 

high quality borrowers to sell toxic waste, keeping the profit for themselves without the credit 

worthy borrowers ever have been made aware of the fact that their identity was used as cover for 

the structuring of pools that were guaranteed to fail. Most of the credit worthy borrowers were 

thus placed in pools that were declared by the investment banker to have failed. 

While some credit worthy borrowers may have received special incentives to execute loan 

documents, most were steered into loans with a level one yield spread premium. For example, 

such borrowers were misled into paying a higher interest rate for a stated income, stated asset 

loan. The premium was based upon the presumption that the lender was waiving the usual 

underwriting standards when in fact no conventional underwriting standards were being applied 

for any loan. Hence the misrepresentation was that the borrower was paying for something that 

in fact did not exist. 

CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing facts and circumstances, it is apparent that the securitization of 

mortgages over the last decade has been conducted on false premises, false representations, 

resulting in intentional and inevitable negative outcomes for the debtors and creditors in virtually 

every transaction. The clear provisions for damages and other remedies provided under the Truth 

in Lending Act and Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act are sufficient to make most 

homeowners whole if they are applied. Since the level 2 yield spread premium (resulting from 

the the difference in money advanced by the creditor (investor) and the money funded for 

mortgages) also give rise to claim from investors, it will be up to the courts how to apportion the 
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the actual money damages. Examination of most loans that were securitized indicates that they 

are more than offset by undisclosed profits, kickbacks, fees, premiums, and rebates. The balance 

of “damages” due under applicable federal lending and securities laws will require judicial 

intervention to determine apportionment between debtors and creditors. 

Neil F. Garfield, Esq.

March 19, 2010

Chandler, Az
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